DRAMATIS PRESENT "AMACO" NEXT
Play Depicts Vagaries of Life in Industrial Age; Cast Selected
By W. J. Peeples
Many old favorites of our Little Theatre stage will return to Phi Kappa Hall in a couple weeks to present that drama of the industrial age, "Amaco." Although the plot is still in progress, Director Blanks announced yesterday that the major part of the characters, created by Pooh-Bah of "Hof Feeder Smith" are in the show, Charles McKinley, who did such a magnificent job in the scenarios, will have his work cut out for him in the confidence that he will be responsible for them. Following closely to North Han- na was the West Wing swimming team which amassed 31 points. Although no first places were gained by West Wing, their four strong events and third place winnings brought West Wing's score within four points of the champions. The third ranking swimming team was Fountain of youth Southern thankful that just missing second place to East Wing in the 10 yard medley relay. Next in line came the East Wing, who made eight points and seven place winnings, taking fourth place in both the 100 yard breast stroke and the 100 yard medley relay. Placing last in the meet was North Kansas City, making eleven points, as a result of Chuck Henderson's effort in the Cuyahoga free style.

MERCY'S "FRATERNITY WEEK" POPULAR

There is a story of an intrepid and self-sacrificing collegiate reporter who was sent away from his university to discover the facts of the University's health service, and dis- cover the identity of the University's missionary. He came up with so many sources that he had to give up his work.

More No Love Alumnus

Benjamin Arnold was a young man, a high school student who, when asked about a certain event, he began to feel a sore throat and the beginning of a cold. He went to see Dr. Draper, immediately after lunch, and he was doing the University's duty for him.

Ensure Signs

As is usual in such cases, Dr. Draper was up to his usual trick of dis- miss her, the University's health service, and discover the identity of the University's missionary. He came up with so many sources that he had to give up his work.

The Power of the Press

Tuesday afternoon, the Phi Kappa Alpha spa, won a victory over the Shaffer pool on Saturday, February 17th. The Phi Kappa Alpha spa, which has been a tradition for many years, is the only place to which students can go and not be disturbed. It is located in the basement of the Phi Kappa Alpha building and is open from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. every night.

Hilltoppers Are Unanimous

Although Kenya's swimming team ended its season with a smashing 49-25 victory over the Phi Kappa Alpha spa, the old "Amaco." Hilltoppers have been unanimous in their praise of the spa, saying it is the best place to go and not be disturbed.
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Gary Cooper says:

"It's plain common sense for me to prefer this light smoke"

"A little over a year ago I changed to Luckies because I enjoy the flavor of their tobacco. Ever since, my throat has been in fine shape. As my voice and throat mean so much to me in my business, it's plain common sense for me to prefer this light smoke. So I'm strong for Luckies!"

IN PARAMOUNT'S "THE PLAINSMAN"
DIRECTED BY CECIL B. DE MILLE

A Light Smoke

"It's Toasted"—Your Throat Protection

STONE'S GRILL

Knox County's Most Complete
One-Stop Service Station
Firestone Tires, Batteries.
Brake Service
Lubrication Washing
Ignition Service

Barton & Davy, Inc.

Next to Post Office
Mt. Vernon, O.
Phone 280

Beer drawn through Zahn (no coils) System.

Fine Foods

Beer, Wine and Liquor

Come in, let us mix your favorite drink—have it right.
Kenyon College's cage season has proved rather disappointing as it drags on to its final game. The Lords will conclude against Findlay today. Both teams have had a tight and even season, and we can expect to end the season with a victory, despite the fact that they have been up-and-down throughout. Kenyon's basketball season will, however, end the season with their best basketball record in recent years. Yes, they've been good. Kenyon has more than its usual share of the conference leaders for the first time in a long while.

Lambert will return to the year's squad, Bob Stamm and Frank Earle. These three veterans of three years' standing will be sorely missed, but Gene should find many of the season's freshmen squad to fill their shoes. This is a number of good-looking freshman caes who have been coming along under the tutelage of Coach Imel and Bob Pysz seems to be the classiest ballhandler of the lot and should make a strong bid for a north all-star. A pair of good ball-hawks and scorers are sorely needed to replace Stamm, Earle, and Stamm. Imel is an unusually good shot, while Owen has a clever knack of getting the ball off the opposite backboard.

With the addition of these freshmen, Lambert should have a promising contingent next year. Henry Sebach should be fine for another good year and Bob Bolius may develop into a good backcourt player. If so, next year will also be the third season for Roscoe Smoot, All-Conference, and he should excel.

**KAMPUS KÖÖLER**

**WORLEY'S LEAD IN MEN'S WEAR**

120 S. Main Mt. Vernon, 0

**HECKER'S 2 DRUG 2 STORES**

115 S. Main St. Mt. Vernon's Leading Drug Stores

C. H. Distichio Wash and Jewelry Repairing Mt. Vernon Ohio 19 S. Gambier St.

**JAMMARON'S**

Cleaning and Pressing Gambier, Ohio

**Pastured Milk**

Creamery Butter

Selected Eggs

Dressed Poultry

JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.

Mt. Vernon, 0

**Plant Phones 36 and 35**

Furniture Store Phone 10
At 5:30 we got our first meal. We had heard that Mercy hospital’s fare was not the best in Kansas city, and we had our information confirmed. Our first meal consisted of cold ice, baked potatoes (also cold), bread and butter, lukewarm coffee and canned cherrys. They must have a scientific method of heating food at Mercy Hospital, for the food always comes in cold at the same temperature and that is why it is lukewarm. If it is added, it is always on the northern side, 15 degrees.

We had rice so many times that I began to think it was a Chinese hospital. We were almost confirmed when I found one of the mending machines back ward.) However, by dint of Mercy’s complaining by the time we left the hospital we were getting food that approached a state of warmth. But we did not really eat "hot soup." "Hot soup" requires a temperature above the poor powers of Mercy hospital. (Lauded most of my reportorial times for the first 24 hours. That was the least I paid for those german. It required about 34 hours for me to get well enough to appreciate the hospital.

Enter O’Dea

I did not wake up at 7 p.m. when the night nurse, Miss O’Dea, came on duty. Miss O’Dea is her name implies, another bit of earth, although she looks like the Mona Lisa. She, Miss Cassidy, and room 18’s other nurse, Miss Lintt, seem to be the chief reason for the majority of room 18. As far as my eyes could discern, room 18 is certainly not very attractive otherwise.

In his Nita article Joe Popplin changed nurses’ activities of Kenyots in three hands-dealt-off, H. F. V. and going to Mt. Vernon. Being in Mercy hospital is a combination of all three. You are in Mt. Vernon to begin with, you dead-fist by necessity and you H. F. V. by choice. Whenever Miss Cassidy or Miss O’Dea didn’t pay enough attention to us, Sutton nagged away and got pictures cut a side window and we rang the bell for a nurse. Miss O’Dea, who had been there longer than us, knew more things to ask for and he bell never almost constant. In fact Miss O’Dea spent most of her time skipping between Gates’ room and ours.

To make up for the meals, Miss O’Dea ordered ice cream for us from the corner drug store. Moreover, another time, the bright Mrs. Andes, brought her chocolate up to us about midnight. This was another pleasant feature.

The next day for the next day.

In fact, there is to my mind, one outstanding defect of life in Mercy hospital. Being made up to be at 5:30 a.m. every day. I don’t like being waked up at 5:30 a.m. by even Miss O’Dea, and before I ever another hospital story I’m going to arrange with the manager to run a special worm pump for me.

I can see their point in waking their patients up at 5:30. They’ve begun to wake you up, you work up an appetite in the two hours before breakfast, it is served at 7:30 so that you will enjoy the delicious oatmeal, beefwurst coffee and bratwurst and ham.

We’re Not Bad

Being the complete reporter I decided to find out what the hospital thought of Kenyon as well as what Kenyon thought of the hospital. When I asked Miss O’Dea what the thought of Kenyon students she at first said “No much,” but in further questioning she said that those who come to the hospital were all right. This, of course, goes to prove that old saying that “patients are a virtue.” Perhaps when “you Kenyots” go to the hospital for treatment we are too ill to act in the normal fashion which entails such approval with Mt. Vernon society.

A Skip-Up

I fell down badly in one part of my assignment. Despite an interview with the man in the hat and conversations with the nurses I haven’t discovered any royal road to the hospital. If you want your three days, you’ll have to do as I did - expose yourself to some good germs and take the consequences. Draka, however, is getting pretty wary of "goldbrickers," because of the mounting popularity of room 18. If you’re afraid you’ll have to wait a pretty high temperature before he’ll let you enter Mercy’s portals.

Candied Gums & Soda

The ALOCOVE RESTAURANT

Breakfast Lunches Dinners

Surlas & Francis

Lunches Toasted Sandwiches

A Quiet Spot

For Good Beer Sandwiches

KENYOT MEN WELCOME

ENJOY YOUR BEER AT THE ELKS ELS GRILL

Mt. Vernon

SHELL GAS SHELL OIL

Shaffer’s Garage

PHONE 139 GAMBIER, OHIO

THE JACOBS SHOE REPAIR SHOP

SINH SERVICE STATION

FRED MUNICK

7 E. High St. Mt. Vernon Phone 163

PITKIN’S PROVISION STORE

The Best in Foods

135-137 South Main St.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

PRINCE ALBERT

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Smokes 20 fragrant plumes of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it the mellowest,柔和的castor tobacco you ever smoked, return the product with the bill of sale within 30 days and we will refund full purchase price.

PRINCE ALBERT THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKED AT THE SIGN OF THE PURE SEAL

Tobacco Motor Oil, Purin Gasoline, Lubrication, Tires, Tubs and Accessories

THE PURE OIL SERVICE STATION

Corner Main St. and Ohio Ave.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

For Your Fall Needs

in Shirts, Hose, Neckwear, Pajamas, and Underwear

Shop at

Knox County’s Greatest Store

A COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS

The Dowds-Rudin Co.

215 S. Main Street

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

SHARPS’ FLOWER STORE

Phone 895

200 S. Main St.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Fine Foods Fine Drinks

DAN EMMETT GRILL

Hotel Curtis

Muirhead Scotch and Soda 20c

During Cocktail Hour: 5 to 6

SAM W. GERSTNER, Licensee.

GRACE MATLIS, Mgr.
"Why I Choose CAMELS"

SMILING JIMMIE FORD—hard-boiling first baseman of Boston Red Sox, says: "I smoke CAMELS with meals and after for the help they give my digestion."

SIDNEY S. WETZEL, canned enginee: "My work involves constant danger. That's why I always smoke CAMELS. CAMELS don't frazzle my nerves—ever."

"CAMELS help me keep peppery," vivacious "TWA" hostess, Betty Stoffen, says: "In my work I see many famous people, and most of them smoke CAMELS."

"I WANT A CIGARETTE that doesn't frazzle my nerves," says munitions worker Dan Kafferty. "And CAMELS don't. They go fine with meals too."

"CAMELS help make the feeling of nervous pressure fade out," says Herbert Weast, Sophomore.

MENTAL WORK—especially long hours of intensive study—can slow up digestion. Herbert Weast, Class of 1939, says: "CAMELS are a real aid. They help make the feeling of nervous pressure fade out, and get me set for a hearty meal. I work better, too, since I've discovered I get a refreshing lift in energy with a Camel. CAMELS set me right."

Enjoy CAMEL's costlier tobaccos the whole day through. At mealtimes CAMEL's are an aid to digestion—speeding up the flow of digestive fluids—increasing alkalinity—bringing a sense of ease and well-being. Steady smokers prefer CAMEL'S. They are so mild! They don't frazzle the nerves, tire the taste, or irritate sensitive throats.

"I'M A SECRETARY," says attractive Joselyn Libby, "and often have to sit in a hurry. When I smoke CAMEL'S at mealtimes I feel on top of the world."

COSTLIER TOBACCOs

CAMELS are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO—Turkish and Dominic—than any other popular brand.

"JACK OAKIE'S COLLEGE"—falling on my ears with Jack Oakie in person! Brandy Goodman's "being" heard! Hollywood comedians and emcees are all fresh and every week! Sundays—vivacious TWA, 6:30-8:00 P.M. E.S.T., 7:30-9:00 P.M. E.S.T. Every Monday—VICTOR J. F. MCGLYNN, 6:30-8:00 P.M. E.S.T., 7:30-9:00 P.M. E.S.T., WABC-AM, WABC-FM.

PHOTOGRAPHS

From the "Positively Smokey" collection of the CAMEL TOBACCO division of Gabriel cigarette companies, New York, N.Y.
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